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MAKING ACCUSATIONS Seniors Shivali
Tewari, Keenan Peris, Issa Baca, Shruti Sharma
and Ronit Avalani, playing Mrs. Peacock, Mr.
White, Mr. Green, Colonel Mustard and
Professor Plum, point at Auria Polefka
(12), acting as Ms. Scarlett, in the Class
of 2022’s Clue-themed Homecoming
skit. The skit progresssed as each
party was accused for stealing
the senior diplomas with a total
of seven transitioning dance
routines. Photo by Marvin Wu
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MONTA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL
Fremont Union High School District
21840 McClellan Rd
Cupertino, CA 95014

Phone: (408) 366-7600
Fax: (408) 252-1519
www.mvhs.fuhsd.org

Principal: Ben Clausnitzer
1,834 Students
152 Faculty and Staff

When 1,834 MATADORS simultaneously step back on campus —
Dusting off backpacks that haven’t seen the light of day in 18 months —
ENERGY and POSSIBILITY electrify the air.
We are met with grand OPPORTUNITIES —
Girls Volleyball making it to NorCals for the first time and performing “Alice in
Wonderland” as a traveling fall play —
and difficult DECISIONS —
working out how to approach COVID cases on campus and planning which
topics will be covered in Advisory and how.
and we ADAPT to meet them —
when the power goes out during an instrumental music concert, musicians
pull out their phones to light their music.
We consider TRADITIONS and chose which ones to keep and which
to retire —
like keeping Homecoming skits and backdrops but discontinuing
Powerpuff.
In the face of polarizing ISSUES —
combatting climate change, addressing sexual harassment and making
our campus inclusive to LGBTQ+ and more —
we STAND OUR GROUND.
We embrace our IDENTITIES —
Many of us from all corners of the world who celebrate Diwali,
Christmas and Chinese New Year —
And we STAND PROUD.
We take time out of busy days to SUPPORT each other —
Through editing each other’s literature essays and
solving physics problems on white boards —
we STAND TOGETHER.
Whether we’re ready or not —
THIS IS...

TUNING IN Senior Kassidy Yu and sophomore Katherine Li play the marimba and the xylophone as part of the front
ensemble in the MVHS marching band during their performance at the Homecoming Rally. Various student groups
were invited to perform at each rally, showcasing the variety of talents at MVHS and uniting students through spirit and
enthusiasm as they returned to campus. “The marching community is welcoming [and] just a way to interact with lots of
different people,” Yu said. “During Band Camp, people from different sections would be put into groups and then we did
different games and activities [for team bonding].” Photo by Michelle Chen

BREAKING THROUGH Senior cheerleaders Charvi Talla, Dina Choi and Seo Eun Kim lead the class of 2022
in its first senior breakthrough at the start of the Welcome Back Rally. The atmosphere buzzed with energy
and excitement as MVHS returned to long anticipated in person events, from rallies and Homecoming to
club meetings and boba fundraisers. “I’m looking forward to graduating,” Choi said. “But I’m also looking
forward to making more memorable experiences while I can, [like at] prom with my friends and at the
farewell rally.” Photo by Matvey Jenssen

12 Running of the Bulls
14 Back to School
16 Senior Sunrise
18 Welcome Back Rally
20 Club Information Day
22 Equity
Deconstructed
24 Opt Out Policy
26 Homecoming
30 Diwali Mela
32 Coming Out Day
34 Sexual Harassment &
Assault
36 Spooky Spectacular
38 Alice in Wonderland
40 College Applications
42 Fall Sports
44 Cross Country
46 Field Hockey
48 Football
50 Girls Golf
52 Girls Tennis
54 Girls Volleyball
56 Girls Water Polo
58 Boys Water Polo

FALL

TAKING A BREATHER Students gather to eat lunch in front of the Library and in the Academic
Quad. Newly renovated, the Academic Quad was furnished with new benches and tables for
students to sit on while eating or doing work at brunch and lunch, along with new sidewalk
paths and trees. "I think it looks aesthetically pleasing," junior Irene Chon said. "But also
a lot of people end up walking through the bushes [becuase] whenever there's passing
period or brunch or lunch, it's just really crowded." Photo by Ashil Shao

STICKING WITH IT During her senior night game, senior Sophia Fu passes the ball forward
to her teammate as a part of an offensive play. Fu played as a deep wing, an especially tiring
position because deep wings often had to back and forth across the entire length of the
pool, but found that the progress she made the tough work worth it. “Though some games
are pretty tiring and the chlorine doesn’t always help take my mind off things, it’s pretty
rewarding when you see yourself improving,” Fu said. Photo by Anna Jerolimov
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SPORTS

WINTER

SETTLING DOWN Students eat lunch along the benches and turf between the C
and D Buildings. Reconstruction on the D Building wrapped up halfway into first
semester, fixing the bridge connecting the B and D Buildings and modernizing
the classrooms on both floors. “My understanding is that the big difference
is that the air filtration system is much better,” Chemistry teacher Elizabeth
McCracken said. “So that’s a gift, especially now during COVID. I also got
a new projector and that’s lovely.” Photo by Ashil Shao

62 Parenting Class
64 Student Wellness
66 Labs & Experiments
68 Service Clubs
70 Caffeine
72 New Clubs
74 Winter Formal
76 Academics
78 Winter Break
80 COVID Protocols
82 Elective Enrollment
84 Stacey Cler Tree
Dedication
86 Equity Task Force,
Critical Race Theory
88 Women in Sports
90 Cultural Week
92 Saturday Night Live
94 Valentine’s Day
96 Winter Showcase
98 Fashion
100 Winter Sports
102 Girls Basketball
104 Boys Basketball
106 Girls Soccer
108 Boys Soccer
110 Wrestling
112 Marching Band &
Color Guard
114 Cheer

PIN TO WIN After throwing his opponent with a hip toss, sophomore Ekom Mann tries to
pin him by forcing him into a position where both his shoulders touch the mat, leading to
an automatic win. Mann finds that although wrestling is a very physically intensive game,
the mental aspect of the game is actually more important. “I think the biggest challenge is
yourself, [because] wrestling is almost 90% [a] mental [game],” Mann said. “If you’re not
in the right headspace, you’re going to lose the match.” Photo by Matvey Jenssen
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PEACE AND QUIET Students gather in the Olive Court during tutorial to
study and hang out with their friends. In contrast to places like the Rally
Court or Student Union, the Olive Court is a more secluded outdoor area
that is more quiet and calm. “I look forward to brunch and lunch everyday
because I can go to the Olive Court to chat with [my friends],” senior
Audrey Yip said. “The Olive Court also has a gorgeous atmosphere and
brings calmness to stressful days.” Photo by Ashil Shao

118 Food
120 Board of Trustees
Meeting
122 El Estoque
124 Applied Academics
126 Climate Change
128 Spring Sports
130 Badminton
132 Baseball
134 Softball
136 Boys Volleyball
138 Swimming
140 Diving
142 Boys Golf
144 Boys Tennis
146 Track & Field

SPRING

TEAM CHEER After Kiran Manghnani (12) and her partner Renee Ou (12) rotate to play side to
side, Manghnani approaches the shot with a backhand grip to flick the birdie to the far back of
the court. Manghnani found that one of the toughest aspects of playing badminton was finding
a balance between playing for a team while also playing alone on the court. “We tend to lean
on our teammates a lot but on the court we’re playing alone,” Manghnani said. “I got passed it
over time by playing games against my teammates, so even though we are there to support
each other, I am also able to push myself while I’m playing.” Photo by Anna Jerolimov
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"MY FAVORITE THING ABOUT MONTA
VISTA WOULD HAVE TO BE THE STAFF. I'M
NEW HERE AND EVERYBODY HAS BEEN
VERY WELCOMING AND SHOWING ME
THE ROPES."
— BROOKLYN SYLVE,
HEALTH CLERK
"A LOT OF STUDENTS THINK IT IS JUST
FREE FOOD AND THAT WE SHOULD BE
ABLE TO OFFER A WIDER RANGE OF
DISHES, BUT THEY DON'T UNDERSTAND
THAT THERE'S A FOOD SHORTAGE
SO WE'RE ALWAYS CHANGING ITEMS
BECAUSE WE CAN'T GET THE ITEMS THAT
WE ACTUALLY NEED IN."
— EDGAR RODRIGUEZ,
FOOD SERVICES
MANAGER

"I THOUGHT CHINESE WOULD BE THE
EASIEST CLASS FOR ME TO TEACH
BECAUSE IT WAS MY NATIVE LANGUAGE,
BUT [IT ] TURNS OUT I HAVE TO LEARN
HOW TO TEACH IT IN TOTALLY DIFFERENT
WAYS AND LEARN HOW TO MAKE IT
MORE FUN. THAT MADE ME WANT TO
LEARN HOW TO TEACH [AND] WANT TO
BECOME A TEACHER."
— ZOEY LIU,
CHINESE TEACHER
"I THINK HISTORY CAN TELL US A LOT
ABOUT OURSELVES, WHO WE ARE AS
PEOPLE AS A SOCIETY AS A COUNTRY
AND AS A WORLD. IT'S JUST REALLY
IMPORTANT TO GET INSIGHT INTO
HOW THINGS HAVE HAPPENED AND
INTERPRETATIONS OF DIFFERENT EVENTS
OVER TIME."

"[ONE OF THE BIGGEST
CHANGES DURING MY TIME
HERE IS] THAT THERE HAS
BEEN A LOT OF ATTENTION
TO WELLBEING THE LAST
FEW YEARS. I KNOW IT'S
NOT JUST BECAUSE OF
COVID, BUT I KNOW
ESPECIALLY WITH
COVID HAPPENING,
I THINK THAT'S
A GOOD
CHANGE."

"THERE'S
A KIND OF
COMMUNITY
CULTURE
THAT'S SEEN
RELATIVELY
CONSISTENT
[AT MVHS].
THERE'S A LOT OF
PEOPLE WILLING TO
UNDERSTAND YOU
VERSUS IMPOSE ON
YOU. I FEEL LIKE THAT'S
REALLY UNIQUE AND
YOU DON'T GET THAT
EVERYWHERE."

— MICHAEL
LORDAN,
PHYSICS
TEACHER

— SHOZO SHIMAZAKI,
ENGLISH TEACHER

— ROBBIE HOFFMAN,
HISTORY TEACHER
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STARTING STRONG Anika Bhandarkar (9) makes an early advance during the Lynbrook Invitational Cross
Country meet, opening ahead of teammates Karena Lai (11), Megan Nieh (10) and Sophia Chen (12).
Gathered with other schools in the Bay Area, the Lynbrook Invitation served as one of the last Cross
Country meets before the SCVAL championships. “Towards the beginning of the season, I did not have
that much self confidence and I always went out really conservatively and I didn’t push myself as hard
as I could,” Bhandarkar said. “Towards the end of the season, I learned that I was a stronger athlete
than I thought it was.” Photo by Marvin Wu

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 238
SCHOOL EVENTS 240
IMPOSTER SYNDROME 242
YEAR IN REVIEW 244

WALK OF FAME MVHS mascot Monty the Matador joins the class of 2024 during the walk of the classes at the
Homecoming Game halftime celebration. After a week of spirit days, performances and lunch time games, the
classes came together to showcase their skit backdrops and celebrate the conclusion of the first spirit week of
the school year. MV Leadership students acted as Monty and El Toro in each class skit, including sophomore
class Vice President Ananya Jilla. “Being in the mascot costume is definitely a unique experience,” Jilla
said. “It’s really sweaty, hot and cramped, but its also a great experience walking around, interacting with
everyone and raising school spirit. Many people ask for fist bumps, hugs or high fives and I think it’s
really cool being able to interact with them through the costume.” Photo by Matvey Jenssen
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STITCHED TOGETHER Emily Stolzman (12) and Karen Ke (9) stitch together various types
of fabric to create the final costumes for the Drama department’s rendition of “Alice in
Wonderland.” The costuming department was crucial in bringing life to the production. “My
favorite part about working on Alice was being able to collaborate with a new set of people
that I’ve never worked with before,” Stolzman said. “It has been so long since everyone has
been able to work closely in a production so being able to do things like finalizing designs
or playing bonding games with old friends and newcomers was fun.” Photo by Nika Zamani

When 1,834 MATADORS simultaneously step off campus —
Sharing in the knowledge they learned over nine months together —
ENERGY and POSSIBILITY still electrify the air.
We were met with grand OPPORTUNITIES —
Girls Wrestling fielding its first Varsity team in the history of MVHS and Girls Basketball going 12-0
in the League and participating in three rounds of NorCals —
and difficult DECISIONS —
protecting the planet through new recycling initiatives or giving students more sleep through
changing the bell schedule
We ADAPTED to meet challenges —
working to address the rapid spread of the COVID-19 variants by
distributing free testing kits and masks for students and staff.
We considered TRADITIONS and chose which ones to keep —
like hosting the annual production of MV Saturday Night Live —
and which to retire — like updating the MVHS logo.
In the face of polarizing ISSUES —
awaiting the news of ongoing wars, coping with imposter
syndrome and weighing risks of masking policy updates —
we STOOD OUR GROUND.
We embraced our IDENTITIES —
hosting cultural week complete with performances and
traditions or coming out on the rally court stage —
And we STOOD PROUD.
We took time out of busy days to SUPPORT each other —
Making posters for senior nights and tutoring our Study
Buddies in the library —
we STOOD TOGETHER.
No matter the outcome,
THIS IS…

SETTING THE SCENE Junior skit decoration leads Stephanie Zhao and Lourdes Diaz paint the junior
backdrop for Homecoming. After they finished sketching all three backdrops at Lincoln Elementary
School, the junior class moved to Zhao’s backyard in order to paint and complete each backdrop.
“My favorite part was feeling like I was contributing to my class and that my art skills actually had
value.” Zhao said. Photo by Marvin Wu

PROP UP Class officers Ananya Nadathur (10) and Clara Fan (9) raise a balloon arch against a wall in
preparation for a photo booth for the freshman-sophomore collaboration Spring Fling event. With limited
experiences open to underclassmen in the latter semester of the school year, the two class offices planned
a joint event featuring video game rooms, karaoke booths and several food options including a Kona Ice
truck and Paris Baguette pastries. “Everything meshed really well in the end,” Nadathur said. “It felt like we
dealt with the activities and the food separately but then it all came together.” Photo by Lillian Wang

